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This paper presents a theoretical, numerical, and experimental study of a new class of separated
local field �SLF� techniques. These techniques are based on the heteronuclear isotropic mixing
leading to spin exchange via the local field �HIMSELF�. It is shown that highly efficient and robust
SLF experiments can be designed based on double channel windowless homonuclear decoupling
sequences. Compared to rotating frame techniques based on Hartmann-Hahn cross polarization, the
new approach is less susceptible to the frequency offset and chemical shift interaction and can be
applied in the structural studies of macromolecules that are uniformly labeled with isotopes such as
13C and 15N. Furthermore, isotropic mixing sequences allow for transfer of any magnetization
component of one nucleus to the corresponding component of its dipolar coupled partner. The
performance of HIMSELF is studied by analysis of the average Hamiltonian and numerical
simulation and is experimentally demonstrated on a single crystalline sample of a dipeptide and a
liquid crystalline sample exhibiting motionally averaged dipolar couplings. © 2006 American
Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2212939�
I. INTRODUCTION

Due to its dependence on molecular orientation and in-
teratomic distance, the through-space dipole-dipole coupling
represents a very important spin interaction in nuclear mag-
netic resonance �NMR� spectroscopy. The dipolar coupling is
also sensitive to dynamics, which means that this interaction
can report on molecular conformation and motion at the
atomic level. In this work, we focus on measuring the het-
eronuclear dipolar couplings between abundant �typically
1H� and rare �typically 13C or 15N� nuclear spins in macro-
scopically aligned materials such as single crystal solids or
oriented liquid crystalline and aligned biological samples.
There exist today a wide range of solid-state NMR methods,
generally referenced as separated local field �SLF� spectros-
copy, capable of estimating these informative couplings.1–5

One of the most powerful approaches, popular in structural
biological studies, is based on the exchange of spin polariza-
tions in the rotating frame.6 The advantages of using rotating
frame techniques include �i� a large heteronuclear dipolar
scaling factor which facilitates the measurement of small
dipole-dipole interactions, �ii� simple spectral shape, and �iii�
high dipolar resolution.

We recently proposed7,8 a number of new rotating frame
SLF techniques based on isotropic mixing of spin compo-
nents using the previously developed multiple pulse homo-
nuclear decoupling sequences.9,10 Similar to spin exchange
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experiments,6 the new approach employs polarization ex-
change in the rotating frame, but allows for isotropic mixing,
meaning that an arbitrary magnetization component of one
spin can be transferred to the corresponding component of
the dipolar coupled partner. This adds a new degree of flex-
ibility to the design of multidimensional experiments, where
a coherent polarization transfer is needed. Moreover, new
sequences are less sensitive to the interfering contributions
from the chemical shift and frequency resonance offset and
can be applied to the isotopically uniformly labeled samples.

In this work, we present a theoretical analysis, numerical
simulation, and experimental study of techniques that are
based on the heteronuclear isotropic mixing leading to spin
exchange via the local field �HIMSELF�. We analyze the
performance of the method in terms of the susceptibility to rf
field imperfections and the sensitivity to resonance frequency
offset and chemical shift interactions and compare with other
techniques.

II. PULSE SEQUENCES

A schematic pulse sequence for two-dimensional �2D�
SLF spectroscopy using the double channel homonuclear de-
coupling sequences of Burum, Linder, Ernst, and Waugh
�BLEW�9 or windowless isotropic mixing �WIM�10 type dur-
ing the variable evolution period t1 is shown in Fig. 1�a�.
Initial magnetizations of abundant nuclei �with spin I� are
prepared by cross polarization11 �CP� and a tilt pulse with a
flip angle of �. The heteronuclear dipolar coupling is moni-
tored through the oscillation of the S �rare� spin polarization

in the rotating frame resulting from the coherent polarization
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exchange between I and S spins during t1. By incrementing
the delay t1, the exchange process is encoded in the signal
s�t1 , t2� of the S spin recorded during t2 period. The homo-
nuclear dipolar spin interactions of both I and S spins are
suppressed. Therefore, the method can also be applied to
study samples uniformly labeled with isotopes such as 13C or
15N.

While the chemical shift spin interaction is suppressed
during WIM irradiation, it is preserved when the BLEW-type
sequences are employed. It is possible to suppress the chemi-
cal shift effects by inserting the 180° pulse after each BLEW
cycle synchronously in both radio frequency �rf� channels as
shown in Fig. 1�b�.

III. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

We restrict the theoretical treatment to an isolated two-
spin system. Abundant �proton� and rare �e.g., 13C or 15N�
spins are denoted as I and S, respectively. Numerical simu-
lations are used to treat spin clusters containing more than
one I spin �see Sec. V�.

The high-field truncated spin Hamiltonian during the
evolution period, t1, in the doubly rotating frame, can be
written as

H = Hrf + Hint, �1�

where Hrf�t� represents the rf irradiation, and the spin inter-
action Hamiltonian is given by

Hint = �IS2IzSz + �IIz + �SSz. �2�

Here, the first term represents the heteronuclear I-S interac-
tion HIS with a coupling constant of �IS, and the second and
third terms are the frequency offset/chemical shift terms in

FIG. 1. �a� A two-dimensional HIMSELF sequence using BLEWn �n
=12,48� or WIM24 to measure the heteronuclear dipolar couplings in ori-
ented static samples. The initial magnetizations of nuclei I are prepared
using cross polarization and a tilt pulse with a flip angle of �. Homonuclear
decoupling sequences BLEW12, BLEW48, or WIM24 are applied in both
the radio frequency channels synchronously in the evolution period during
the incremented time t1. The signal is detected during t2 by decoupling
nuclei I. �b� Broadband sequences BB-BLEWn are obtained by inserting
180° pulses between BLEWn rf cycles. The phase of 180° pulses is, in the
rotating frame, orthogonal to the effective field direction of BLEWn. These
broadband sequences suppress offset effects as discussed in the text.
HI and HS. The heteronuclear coupling constant �IS consists
of the heteronuclear dipolar coupling 2�dIS and the indirect J
coupling �typically, much smaller�, �JIS, �IS=2�dIS+�JIS.
The Hamiltonian in the toggling frame is obtained by the
transformation12

H̃int�t� = Urf
−1�t�HintUrf�t� �3�

using the rf propagator Urf�t�=e−iHrft.
In the following, rf irradiation consisting of back-to-back

rf pulses �i.e., without windows between pulses� will be con-
sidered. For example, BLEWn �n=12,48� sequences
are composed of the 90° pulses.9 Hence, the rf propagator
Urf

�k��t�, active during the kth pulse, i.e., during the time in-
terval t� ��k−1��90,k�90�, where �90 is the 90° pulse width,
can be presented as

Urf
�k��t� = D exp�i��t − �k − 1��90�I�k

�Pk−1 ¯ P2P1, �4�

where the propagator Pi is given as

Pi = exp�±i��/2�I�i
� , �5�

and it represents a 90° pulse along �i=x ,y axes and D is the
Dyson time ordering operator. The zeroth-order average
Hamiltonian during the kth pulse is calculated as

HD int
�k� =

1

�90
�

0

�90

�Urf
�k��−1HintUrf

�k�dt . �6�

The zeroth-order average Hamiltonian for a sequence of n
pulses is provided by a sum as given below:

HD int��c� =
1

�c
�
k=1

n

�90HD int
�k�, �7�

where �c=n�90.

A. BLEWn spin-lock sequences

1. BLEW12 spin lock

The BLEW12 spin-lock sequence is the BLEW12
irradiation9 applied simultaneously and synchronously in I
and S rf channels as shown in Fig. 1�a�. By using the rela-

tionships �3�–�6�, the dipolar terms HD IS
�n� of the spin interac-

tion Hamiltonian HD int
�n� for the first six rf pulses of BLEW12

FIG. 2. The direction of the effective rf field of the BLEW12 sequence. Spin
magnetization M is prepared along the B1

�eff� field direction. By applying the
180y

° rf pulse, the magnetization direction is inverted.
spin-lock sequence are calculated to
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Analogous expressions in reverse order are obtained for the

last six pulses: HD IS
�n�=HD IS

�12−n+1�, n=7, . . . ,12. In Eqs. �8�, the
notations HIS

��=2�ISI�S� and HIS
��=�IS�I�S�+ I�S��, with

� ,�=X ,Y ,Z, were employed.
The average heteronuclear dipolar Hamiltonian is given

by

HD IS��c� = 1
3 �HIS

ZZ + HIS
YY + HIS

XX� = 2
3�ISI · S . �9�

Performing analogous calculation for the chemical shift con-
tribution �see Eq. �2��, the spin Hamiltonian for the internal
spin interactions is obtained in the form

HD int��c� =
2

3
�ISI · S +

2�I

3�
�2Ix + Iz� +

2�S

3�
�2Sx + Sz� .

�10�

With vanishing chemical shift terms, the spin Hamiltonian of
Eq. �10� is invariant �isotropic� with respect to rotations of
the axis frames. As inferred from the form of the last two
terms, the direction of the effective rf fields is in the x-z
plane tilted at an angle �=arctan�2�	63.4° away from the z
axis �Fig. 2�.

It is convenient to express the Hamiltonian in the doubly
tilted frame rotated through the angle � around the y axis

HD int
T ��c�=ei�Iy+i�SyHD int��c�e−i�Iy−i�Sy:

HD int
T ��c� = sIS�ISI · S + sCS�lIz + sCS�SSz, �11�

where sCS= �2
5� / �3��	0.475 is the chemical shift scaling
factor of the BLEW12 sequence and sIS=2/3 is the scaling
factor of the heteronuclear spin interaction. Note that the
scaling factors of chemical shift and dipolar coupling inter-
actions are different in contrast to a single channel BLEW12
sequence, where the scaling of the heteronuclear coupling
effective for the evolution of the single-quantum coherence
coincides with that for chemical shift.9 The last two terms in
the Hamiltonian �Eq. �11�� induce the precession of the mag-
netization component orthogonal to the effective rf field at
the scaled chemical shift frequency. To avoid this effect,

which may interfere with the dipolar coupling evolution, the
spin magnetizations must be prepared along the z axes of the
tilted frames. Therefore, the tilt pulse in the pulse sequence
given in Fig. 1�a� is necessary.

For further analysis it is convenient to rewrite the Hamil-
tonian �Eq. �11�� in terms of single transition operators in
zero-quantum �ZQ� and double-quantum �DQ�
subspaces,12,13

ZQx = IxSx + IySy, ZQy = IySx − IxSy, ZQz = �Iz − Sz�/2,

�12a�

DQx = IxSx − IySy, DQy = IySx + IxSy, DQz = �Iz + Sz�/2.

�12b�

By keeping only relevant ZQ terms �zero-quantum, double-
quantum, and longitudinal order operator mutually commute;
moreover, DQ and longitudinal order operators do not affect
the evolution if the initial density matrix is represented by a
pure ZQz term�, the Hamiltonian is expressed as

HD int
T = sIS�ISZQx + sCS��I − �S�ZQz. �13�

The transformation U�=ei�ZQy, �=arctan�sCS��I

−�S� /sCS�IS�, which corresponds to a rotation by an angle �
around the y axis in the zero-quantum subspace, results in
the spin Hamiltonian as shown below:

U�
−1HD int

T U� = �effZQx, �14�

where

�IS
eff =

2

3

�IS

2 +
5

�2 ��I − �S�2. �15�

The time evolution of the density matrix �expressed in
the tilted frame� is calculated as

	T�t� = U��ei�effZQxt�U�
−1	T�0�U��e−i�effZQxt�U�

−1. �16�

Strictly, the time variable t is a multiple of the rf cycle time
n�c.

An efficient heteronuclear spin exchange is obtained
when the initial density matrix is prepared in a pure zero
quantum state

	T�0� = Sz − Iz = − 2ZQz. �17�

In this case, the time evolution of 	T�t� under the Hamil-
tonian �Eq. �14�� is given by

	T�t� = − 2�cos2 � cos �IS
efft + sin2 ��ZQz − 2�1 − cos �IS

efft�


sin � cos� 
 ZQx + 2 cos � sin �IS
efft 
 ZQy .

�18�

The observed signal is s�t��Tr�	T�t�Sz� �in the experiment,
the signal is recorded following the tilt-back pulse to flip the
magnetization to the transverse plane of the laboratory
frame, see Figs. 1�a� and 2�:

s�t� = s�0��cos2 � cos �IS
efft + �1 − cos2 ��� , �19�
where
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cos2 � =
�IS

2

�IS
2 + �5/�2���I − �S�2 . �20�

In the frequency domain, this signal corresponds to a super-
position of a doublet with a splitting of 2�IS

eff and a zero
frequency peak. Thus, the effect of the resonance offset is the
increasing dipolar splitting and the presence of the central
peak in the spectrum. This is similar to the Lee-Goldburg
spin-lock sequence employed in the polarization inversion
and spin exchange at the magic angle �PISEMA�
experiment.14 For on-resonance condition the spectrum con-
sists of a doublet with a splitting of 4 /3�IS.

2. BLEW48 spin lock

The longer homonuclear decoupling sequence BLEW48
is more tolerant to rf error terms such as those resulting from
rf inhomogeneity and pulse length misadjustment.9 Since the
effective rf field of this sequence is in the transverse plane
�along the −y direction�, the experiment does not require a
tilt pulse. The spin Hamiltonian of the BLEW48 spin-lock
irradiation is calculated analogously to the previous sequence
as presented above. When expressed in the frame rotated by
90° around the x axis, so that the z axis is along the effective
field of the BLEW48 sequence, it takes the form

HD int
T ��c� =

2

3
�ISI · S −

4

3�
�IIz −

4

3�
�SSz. �21�

Here, the chemical shift scaling factor sCS=4/ �3��	0.424 is
somewhat lower compared to the BLEW12 sequence, while
the scaling factor of the heteronuclear spin interaction sIS

=2/3 coincides with that of the BLEW12 spin-lock scheme.
The observed signal is given by an expression analogous to
Eq. �19� with

�IS
eff =

2

3

�IS

2 +
4

�2 ��S − �I�2 �22�

and

cos2 � =
�IS

2

�IS
2 + �4/�2���S − �I�2 . �23�

Figure 3 shows the frequency offset dependence of the
oscillation frequency �IS

eff calculated using Eqs. �15� and
�22�. Its value is normalized to the value at zero offset sIS�IS,
while the offset scale is given in the units of the dipolar
coupling constant �IS. For comparison, the analogous depen-
dence for the Lee-Goldburg �LG� spin lock of the PISEMA
experiment6 is included. Clearly, for all these experiments
the effect is significant for the offset values comparable to
the magnitude of the dipolar coupling and leads to large er-
rors in the measurement of small coupling constants.

3. On-resonance BLEWn spin lock

The isotropic form of the dipolar coupling term in the
Hamiltonians �Eqs. �11� and �21�� suggests that, at exact
resonance conditions, in BLEWn spin-lock experiments, an
arbitrary magnetization component of one spin can be trans-

ferred to its counterpart of another spin. For example, with
the initial density matrix, 	�0�=Sz− Iz, corresponding to z
magnetizations in the laboratory frame, the time evolution of
the density matrix is obtained in the form

	�t� = 2ZQz cos 2
3�ISt − 2ZQy sin 2

3�ISt , �24�

where t=n�c. The signal detected in the S spin channel �after
applying the 90° pulse to flip the magnetization in the trans-
verse plane� is

s�t� � cos 2
3�ISt . �25�

Analogously, the same signals are obtained for the initial
density matrices 	�0��Sx− Ix and 	�0��Sy − Iy.

B. Broadband BLEWn spin-lock sequences

The performance of the BLEWn spin-lock sequence
with respect to suppressing the frequency offset effects is
improved by extending the sequence with a pair of 180°
pulses applied simultaneously in both rf channels at the end
of a rf cycle as shown in Fig. 1�b�. When applied at a rate
faster than the frequency offset and the dipolar coupling val-
ues, these pulses refocus the effects of S and I spin evolu-
tions under the chemical shift/frequency offset, while the
heteronuclear spin interaction, described by the bilinear spin
operator, remains intact. Due to noncommutation of the di-
polar and chemical shift terms in the Hamiltonian, the refo-
cusing of the chemical shift evolution must be performed at
sufficiently short time intervals so that no significant polar-
ization exchange takes place between the refocusing pulses
�see below�.

1. BB-BLEW12 spin lock

In the offset refocused BLEW12 spin-lock sequence,
180° pulses of length �180 are applied along the y direction in
the rotating frame, i.e., perpendicular to the effective field
direction of the BLEW12 irradiation, as shown in Fig. 2. The

FIG. 3. Frequency offset dependence, �IS
eff��l� �at �S=0�, of the oscillation

frequency for the HIMSELF sequence based on BLEW12 �solid line�,
BLEW48 �dashed line�, and Lee-Goldburg �circles� homonuclear decou-
pling sequences. The vertical scale is normalized to the value of sIS�IS,
while the offset scale is given in the units of the dipolar coupling constant
�IS.
rf cycle for each frequency channel is given by
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�1800�y − BLEW12 − �1800�y − BLEW12. �26�

The cycle time is �c=2�180+24�90. Using Eqs. �6� and �7�,
the zeroth-order average heteronuclear spin Hamiltonian is
calculated to be

HD int��c� =
2

3

�IS

�c
�3�180�IzSz + IxSx�

+ 24�90�IzSz + IySy + IxSx�� . �27�

As expected, the Zeeman terms �chemical shift and fre-
quency offset� vanish in the average Hamiltonian. With the
use of infinitely short 180° refocusing pulses, but finite 90°
BLEW12 pulses, the Hamiltonian in Eq. �27� converges to

the isotropic form HD int��c�= �2/3��ISI ·S. At a finite 180°
pulse length, the Hamiltonian is not completely isotropic.
While the last term in Eq. �27� preserves the three-
dimensional �3D� isotropy, the first term is invariant to the
rotation only about the y axis. Hence, in accordance with the
symmetry of the Hamiltonian, two kinds of initial conditions
are distinguished: with the initial density matrix correspond-
ing to the magnetization in the xz plane or along the y axis.
Depending on the selection of initial conditions, different
terms in the dipolar coupling Hamiltonian contribute to the
time evolution of the density matrix.

Initial magnetization in the xz plane. We arbitrarily
chose S and I spin magnetizations prepared along the z axis
in the doubly tilted double rotating frame. In this case, using
the definitions of Eq. �12� and, as before, neglecting the DQ
and longitudinal order terms, Eq. �27� transforms to

HD IS��c� = szx�ISZQx, �28�

where

szx =
2

3
�1 −

�180

2�c
� �29�

is the heteronuclear dipolar scaling factor.
Initial magnetization along the y axis. In this situation, it

is convenient to rotate the axis frame by 90° around the x
axis, so that the Hamiltonian in Eq. �27� becomes

HD IS��c� = sy�ISZQx, �30�

where the scaling factor is given by

sy =
2

3
�1 +

�180

�c
� . �31�

Thus, the dipolar coupling scaling factors and hence the fre-
quencies of the dipolar coupling oscillation during the spin
exchange in the broadband BLEW12 �BB-BLEW12� spin-
lock sequence depend on the selection of the initial magne-
tization. For example, with �180=2�90, the scaling factors
szx=0.643 and sy =0.714 are, respectively, slightly lower
and higher compared to a nonrefocused sequence, where
s=0.667.

While, the mixing Hamiltonian �Eq. �27�� is not strictly
isotropic, it provides an efficient transfer of any magnetiza-
tion component. The frequency of the polarization exchange,

however, varies according to the scaling factors of Eqs. �29�
and �31�. In general, if the initial magnetization has compo-
nents both along the y axis and in the xz plane, two doublets
in the dipolar coupling spectrum result with the splittings of
2sy�IS and 2sxz�IS, respectively.

2. BB-BLEW48 spin lock

In the refocused BLEW48 spin-lock sequence, the rf
field during the 180° pulses are applied along the x axis of
the rotating frame, i.e., perpendicular to the effective field of
the BLEW48 irradiation. The rf cycle is given by

�1800�x − BLEW48 − �1800�x − BLEW48 �32�

with the cycle time of �c=2�180+96�90. Using Eqs. �6� and
�7�, the zeroth-order average heteronuclear spin Hamiltonian
is calculated to be

HD int��c� =
2

3

�IS

�c
�3�180�IzSz + IySy�

+ 96�90�IzSz + IySy + IxSx�� . �33�

Similar to the BLEW12-based sequence, the last term in Eq.
�23� preserves the 3D isotropy, while the first term is invari-
ant to the rotation only around the x axis.

Initial magnetization in the yz plane. In this case, by
keeping only those terms that lead to the polarization ex-
change, the Hamiltonian given in Eq. �33� reduces to

HD IS��c� = szy�ISZQx �34�

with a scaling factor

szy =
2

3
�1 −

�180

2�c
� . �35�

Initial magnetization along the x axis. By performing a
90° rotation around the x axis, the Hamiltonian �Eq. �33��
becomes

HD IS��c� = sx�ISZQx, �36�

where the scaling factor is given by

sx =
2

3
�1 +

�180

�c
� . �37�

When the same rf power level is used for BLEW pulses
and 180° pulses, i.e., �180=2�90, the scaling factors are
szx=0.660 and sy =0.680. It is also possible to apply 180°
pulses after half the duration of the BLEW 48 cycle, which
leads to szx=0.654 and sy =0.690.

While BLEW48 is superior to BLEW12 in terms of the
tolerance to rf errors, it has a disadvantage of long rf cycle
time which limits the spectral width for the observation. In
the refocused sequences, the rf cycle time is further increased
by a factor of about 2. It is, however, possible to sample
twice during the full cycle, that is, after each BLEW48-180°
block. If magnetization is initially in the zy plane, one needs
to invert the receiver phase in subsequent increment points
since magnetization is inverted by the 180±x

° pulse. That is
not required, however, if the magnetization is prepared along
the x axis. Furthermore, sampling after half the BLEW48

cycle is also possible, as well as inserting the refocusing
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pulses. Our experimental results suggest that the use of the
�180°−180°−180°−180°� phase cycling15 improves the
spectral shape in the presence of the rf field inhomogeneity.

3. Dependence on the time interval between
180° pulses

In the calculation above it was assumed that the intervals
between 180° pulses are much shorter compared to the pe-
riod of dipolar oscillation. This ensured that no significant
polarization exchange takes place between refocusing pulses,
and therefore, an efficient suppression of the chemical shift/
frequency offset terms is guaranteed. However, at longer in-
tervals �1/�IS, due to noncommutation of the dipolar and
chemical shift terms in the spin Hamiltonian, the refocusing
is not complete. This effect can most straightforwardly be
appreciated by considering the schematic representation of
the direction of the effective Hamiltonian in the zero-
quantum subspace. It is assumed here that the 180° pulse
width is infinitely short, while the rf field strength during the
BLEW irradiation has a finite value. The direction of the
effective Hamiltonian in the presence of the resonance offset,
which defines the precession axis, is tilted at an angle
�=arctan�sCS��I−�S� / �sIS�IS�� as shown in the vector dia-
gram in Fig. 4. Following the pair of 180° pulses the preces-
sion axis flips, while the precession frequency �IS

eff remains
the same. An analogous vector representation has been used
for describing the Hartmann-Hahn mismatch effect in the
flip-flop LG sequence of PISEMA.16

During the interval � between the 180° pulses, the mag-
netization rotates through an angle

�1��� = �eff� = 
sCS
2 ��I − �S�2 + sIS

2 �IS
2 
 �

= 
tan2 � + 1 
 �1
�0���� , �38�

where �1
�0����=sIS�IS� is the angle of rotation in the absence

of resonance offset. In the theory of composite pulses,17 it is
shown that two consecutive noncommuting rotations through
the same angle �1 about alternating axes as shown in Fig. 4
correspond to a single rotation about an effective axis in the
x-y plane through an angle

cos
�12

2
= cos2 �1

2
− sin2 �1

2
�cos2 � − sin2 �� . �39�

The apparent angular velocity is �IS
app=�12/2�. Figure 5�a�

displays the frequency �IS
app, normalized to the value of the

�0�

FIG. 4. Schematic representation of the direction of the effective Hamil-
tonian in the zero-quantum subspace. Initial magnetization 	�0�= Iz−Sz is
along the z axis and processes around the direction of the effective Hamil-
tonian, H.
oscillation frequency at zero offset �IS =sIS�IS, as a function
of the angle �1
�0����=�IS

�0��. The curves are shown for differ-
ent ratios of the chemical shift to dipolar coupling constant
�I /�IS �at �S=0�. It is seen that the chemical shift effect is
suppressed if the angle �1

�0���� through which the magnetiza-
tion rotates during the interval � between refocusing pulses is
sufficiently small. Also, suppressing the larger chemical shift
requires correspondingly smaller angle �1

�0����, i.e., shorter
delays � for a given dipolar coupling constant. For instance,
for rf field �B1 /2�=100 kHz during BLEW12, the delay
between 180° pulses �assuming infinitely short pulses after
each BLEW12 cycle� is �=12
2.5�s�=30 s. With the
dipolar coupling constant of �IS /2�=10 kHz, the angle of
rotation is �1

�0�=sIS�IS�	1.26 rad. Hence, as can be seen in
Fig. 5�a�, the effect of frequency offset up to 10 kHz will be
suppressed within an error of less than 4%.

Data in Fig. 5�b� show the offset dependence of the nor-
malized oscillation frequency �IS

app/�IS
�0� for different angles

�1
�0����=�IS

�0��. The smaller the angle �1
�0� �i.e., a shorter in-

terval ��, the wider the range of the efficient suppression of
the chemical shift effects. The offset effect of the oscillation
frequency in the nonrefocused BLEW12 spin-lock sequence

FIG. 5. �a� Apparent oscillation frequency �IS
app, normalized to the value of

the frequency at zero offset �IS
�0�=sIS�IS, as a function of the angle �1

�0����
=�IS

�0��. The solid, dashed, and dotted curves are calculated for different
ratios of the chemical shift to dipolar coupling constants �l /�IS=0.3, 0.6,
and 1.0, respectively �with �S=0�. �b� Dependence of the normalized oscil-
lation frequency �IS

app/�IS
�0� on the scaled chemical shift sCS�l normalized to

the scaled dipolar coupling constant sIS�IS. The solid, dashed, and dotted
curves are calculated for different angles �1

�0����=�IS
�0��=1.0, 2.0, and 2.5,

radian respectively. The data for nonrefocused sequence BLEW12 spin lock
is also included �dash-dot line�.
is also shown for comparison.
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C. WIM24 sequence

The WIM24 sequence has been specifically developed
for the heteronuclear polarization transfer in heteronuclear
chemical shift correlation �HETCOR� experiments.10 It has
been designed using the same principles as the BLEWn tech-
nique and has similar homonuclear decoupling performance.
However, the chemical shift evolution is deliberately not pre-
served in WIM, in contrast to BLEWn.

The cyclic properties of the WIM24 sequence are as fol-
lows: �i� the chemical shift term is refocused during the
block of six 90° pulses: �ii� in the heteronuclear dipolar
Hamiltonian the cross terms of the type HIS

��, see Eqs. �8�,
vanish after 12 90° pulses. The completion of the 24 pulses
in the WIM sequence is required merely to suppress the rf
pulse errors. Further compensation of the rf error, such as
missetting of 90° pulse length and mismatch of the rf fields
in the two channels, is achieved by phase cycling,15

WIM24-WIM24-WIM24-WIM24. This cycle also improves
the line shape in the presence of a large frequency offset.

For the I-S spin pair the zeroth-order average Hamil-
tonian calculated according to Eqs. �4�–�7� takes the isotro-
pic mixing form

HD int
T ��c� = 2

3�ISI · S . �40�

In contrast to the BLEW-CP sequences, the average
WIM Hamiltonian preserves the isotropic form in the pres-
ence of resonance offset/chemical shift and thus can be used
for the polarization transfer of arbitrary magnetization com-
ponent with equal efficiency. Practically, the experiment in-
volving the z-component exchange is most tolerant to rf er-
rors and chemical shift offsets at the limited power level as is
shown below by numerical simulation.

IV. EXPERIMENT

The performance of the HIMSELF sequence was experi-
mentally demonstrated on samples of 15N-labeled n-acetyl-L-
15N-valyl-L-15N-leucine �NAVL� single crystal and the ther-
motropic discotic liquid crystal hexahexyloxy-triphenylene
�THE6� with the natural isotopic abundance. THE6 forms a
hexagonal columnar mesophase, where the molecules ar-
ranged in the columns undergo fast rotation around the mo-
lecular symmetry axis.18 Experiments were performed on a
stationary sample in the mesophase at a temperature of
85 °C. Prior to the experiment, the sample was macroscopi-
cally oriented with the columnar axes perpendicular to the
magnetic field direction of the spectrometer by slow cooling
from the isotropic phase.

All NMR experiments were performed at a magnetic
field of 9.4 T on a Chemagnetics/Varian Infinity-400 spec-
trometer equipped with a commercial 5 mm double-
resonance magic angle spinning �MAS� probe �used in static
mode� and on a home-built static probe at the University of
Michigan. Numerical simulations were performed using the

19

SIMPSON platform at the University of Michigan.
V. SIMULATIONS

A. IS spin pair

1. Scaling factor of the BB-BLEWn spin-lock
sequences

Analytical expressions for the dipolar coupling scaling
factors of the refocused BLEWn spin-lock sequences ob-
tained using the zeroth-order average Hamiltonian theory are
applicable in the limit of the infinitely strong rf fields. The
results of the numerical simulations for the practical rf power
and dipolar coupling values are shown in Fig. 6. Calculation
of the dipolar coupling spectra for the CH spin pair at exact
resonance conditions �frequency offset effects are discussed
in the next subsection� is presented for BLEW12-based ex-
periments �Fig. 6�a��. The effect of the refocusing pulses on
the spectral shape is merely a small change of the spectral
splitting, which also depends on the initial condition. Smaller
and larger splittings, compared to the conventional

FIG. 6. �a� Numerically calculated dipolar coupling spectra for the CH spin
pair with a coupling constant dIS=�IS /2�=10 kHz for BLEW12-based ex-
periments at on-resonance conditions. �B1 /2�=62.5 kHz and line broaden-
ing of 300 Hz were used in the simulations. Top spectrum: BLEW12 spin
lock; middle and bottom spectra: BB-BLEW12 spin lock with the initial
magnetizations along the z and y directions, respectively. rf field strength for
180° pulses was 62.5 kHz. �b� The dependence of the dipolar coupling scal-
ing factor on the ratio of the rf power of the 180° pulse to that of BLEW
irradiation. Symbols: SIMPSON simulations for BB-BLEW12 spin lock with
�IS /2�=10 kHz and rf field during the BLEW irradiation �B1 /2�
=62.5 kHz for the initial conditions 	�0�=−Iz+Sz �circles� and 	�0�=−Iy

+Sy �squares�. The lines szx and sy �BB-BLEW12 spin lock� and szy and sx

�BB-BLEW48 spin lock� were analytically calculated from the zeroth-order
average Hamiltonian.
BLEW12, are obtained for the exchange of z and y compo-
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nents, respectively. The dependence of the dipolar coupling
scaling factor on the ratio of the rf power of the 180° pulse to
that of BLEW irradiation, B1

�180°� /B1
�BLEW�, was calculated us-

ing numerical simulation. It compares well to the prediction
derived from the average Hamiltonian theory �Fig. 6�b��. As
compared to the BB-BLEW12 spin lock, the scaling factors
for the BB-BLEW48 spin-lock sequence are closer to the
nominal value sIS=2/3, but the intervals between 180°
pulses are longer so that the offset refocusing may not be
efficient.

FIG. 7. Numerically calculated dipolar coupling spectra for the CH spin pair
with �IS /2�=5 kHz and �B1 /2�=62.5 kHz. �a� Top two spectra were ob-
tained using BLEW12 spin lock at on-resonance �dashed� and with the 1H
offset of 10 kHz. �solid�. Initial condition was defined by the density matrix
	�0�= �−�2Ix− Iz�+ �2Sx−Sz�� /51/2. The third spectrum from the top and
bottom-most spectrum were, respectively, obtained using BB-BLEW12
spin-lock and WIM24 sequences at a 1H offset frequency of 10 kHz and
with the initial density matrices 	�0�=−Iy +Sy and 	�0�=−Iz+Sz. A line
broadening of 300 Hz was used in processing the spectra. �b� Comparison of
the line shapes in WIMz �top�, WIMx �middle�, and WIMy �bottom� dipolar
spectra. Only the positive frequency peak of the dipolar split doublet is
shown. A proton offset frequency of 10 kHz and a line broadening of
100 Hz were used. The dotted line indicates the line position in the absence
of the frequency offset.
2. Frequency offset

Due to the presence of a Zeeman-type term in the zeroth-
order average BLEWn spin-lock Hamiltonian, the polariza-
tion exchange frequency is strongly affected by the reso-
nance offset, as demonstrated for the BLEW12 spin-lock
sequence in Fig. 7�a�. Notice that not only the dipolar split-
ting changes in the presence of the offset, but also the inten-
sity of peaks in the doublet significantly decreases while the
intensity of the noninformative zero-frequency peak in-
creases. In the refocused sequence as well as in WIM24, the
offset effect is suppressed. It should be noted that the spectra
obtained with the WIM24 scheme involving the exchange of
x or y magnetization components may exhibit fine splitting in
the presence of a large offset �Fig. 7�b��. This is not observed
for the case of the z component exchange in the WIMz
sequence.

The simulated dipolar frequency values are plotted in
Fig. 8 as a function of the offset frequency. Spin-locking
using the BLEW12 sequence results in a strong offset fre-
quency effect which increases dramatically when the dipolar
coupling constant decreases, ca. Figs. 8�a� and 8�b�. The
WIM sequence is more efficient in suppressing this effect
as compared to the BB-BLEW12 spin lock. The identical
curves are obtained for 1H and 13C offsets. For the
BB-BLEW48 spin-lock sequence the distance between 180°
pulses, which where inserted after each 24 pulses, is not
sufficiently short to suppress the offset effect in the case of a
larger dipolar coupling of �IS /2�=10 kHz, as shown in
Fig. 8�c�.

3. rf errors

Impact of rf errors on the spectral splittings was exam-
ined assuming on-resonance conditions with the dipolar cou-
pling and B1 field values of 10 and 100 kHz, respectively.
The data shown in Fig. 9 are normalized to the splitting at
ideal rf fields. Two kinds of rf errors were considered: mis-
setting of the 90° pulse length and mismatch of the 1H and
13C B1 field strengths. As expected,9 the BLEW48 sequence
was much better in compensating for the missetting of the
90° pulse length compared to BLEW12; however, it has the
disadvantage of strong sensitivity to mismatch of the field in
two frequency channels. Broadband BLEW sequences are, in
addition to greater performance with respect to the frequency
offset, also better in compensating for rf mismatch.

FIG. 8. The numerically simulated dipolar frequency as
a function of the proton frequency offset: �a� �IS /2�
=5 kHz, �B1 /2�=62.5 kHz; �b� �IS /2�=10 kHz,
�B1 /2�=100 kHz. �A higher B1 field was used to in-
crease the spectral window when simulating spectra
with �IS /2�=10 kHz.� Circles: BLEW12 spin
lock with 	�0�= �−�2Ix− Iz�+ �2Sx−Sz�� /51/2, squares:
BB-BLEW12 spin lock with 	�0�=−Iy +Sy, triangles:
WIM24 with 	�0�=−Iz+Sz, �c� Circles: BLEW48/2
spin lock �	�0�=−Iy +Sy�, squares: BB-BLEW48/2
spin lock �	�0�=−Ix+Sx�; �IS /2�=10 kHz, �B1 /2�
=100 kHz.
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Splitting obtained with WIMz is exceptionally tolerant to
B1 mismatch, while underestimation of the 90° pulse length
may result in a large error. It is also obvious that WIM se-
quences involving x or y component exchange are less robust
to the rf errors compared to WIM with the z component
transfer. A frequency offset up to 10 kHz did not alter sig-
nificantly the results.

4. SI2

The calculated spectra of a mobile methylene CH2 group
with the equivalent residual coupling dCH�1�=dCH�2� are
shown in Fig. 10. An important case often met in practice is

FIG. 10. Numerically calculated BB-BLEW12 spin-lock dipolar spectra of
the fast rotating methylene CH2 group. A heteronuclear dipolar coupling
constant dCH�1�=dCH�2�=7 kHz and B1 field of 62.5 kHz were used with a
line broadening of 300 Hz. The top spectrum was obtained at a zero-
frequency offset and a homonuclear proton coupling dHH=0, while the
middle spectrum was obtained using a zero-frequency offset and dHH

=10 kHz, and the bottom spectrum was obtained using a frequency offset of
2 kHz and dHH=10 kHz. The dotted line indicates the splitting expected

from the zeroth-order average Hamiltonian theory.
when the residual dipolar tensors remain symmetric and the
effective angle between C–H bonds is 0° �or 180°�. For in-
stance, this situation frequently occurs in liquid crystals and
lipid membranes due to fast axial motions.5,20–23 Simulated
spectra with and without homonuclear proton couplings and
resonance frequency offset are compared in Fig. 10 for the
BB-BLEW12 spin-lock sequence. The dipolar splitting
changes within 5% for practical values of the proton offset.
In addition, the linewidth increases in the presence of homo-
nuclear couplings.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. NAVL single crystal

The performance of the BB-BLEW12 spin-lock tech-
nique was demonstrated on a rigid solid sample of the NAVL
single crystal at an arbitrary orientation relative to the exter-
nal magnetic field. In this sample, 15N chemical shift spec-
trum exhibit, in general, four peaks corresponding to two
inequivalent molecular positions in the crystal lattice. The
15N– 1H dipolar coupling varies according to the orientation
of the N–H vector for different crystal sites. In Fig. 11 the
dipolar slices from 2D BB-BLEW12 spin-lock spectra are
shown for the 15N sites with the largest and smallest dipolar
splittings. Spectra measured at a zero proton offset frequency
�as defined by the optimum decoupler frequency� and 6 kHz
offset are compared. Linewidths and intensities are practi-
cally unaffected by the offset. The value of the smaller split-
ting is essentially the same in the two spectra, while the
larger splitting decreases by 5%, in agreement with the the-

FIG. 9. Numerical simulation of the effects on the di-
polar splittings of �a� missetting the 90° pulse length
and �b� mismatch of the 1H and 13C B1 field strengths.
Left column: BLEW12 spin lock �squares� and BB-
BLEW12 spin lock �circles�, middle column: BLEW48
spin lock �squares� and BB-BLEW48/2 spin lock
�circles�, right column: WIMz �circles�, WIMy
�squares�, and WIMx �triangles�. On-resonance condi-
tions are assumed and the dipolar coupling and B1 field
values are 10 and 100 kHz, respectively. The data are
normalized to the splitting at ideal rf fields.
oretical prediction.
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B. THE6

Anisotropic fluids such as liquid crystals exhibit, typi-
cally, a wide range of residual one-bond 1H– 13C interactions
for carbon sites along the molecule. The application of the
WIMz SLF experiment is demonstrated on a columnar ther-
motropic phase formed by discotic mesogen THE6 �Fig. 12�.
For the demonstration of the pulse sequence, the CH pair �at
C4 site in the molecular core� with a relatively large dipolar
coupling �Fig. 12�a�� and methylene CH2 site ��-carbon in
the side chain� with a much smaller coupling �Fig. 12�b��
were selected. Spectral shapes obtained at zero and 6 kHz 1H
resonance offsets are compared. It is obvious that for both
sites the offset effect on the line shape is minor: the
linewidths and intensities are virtually unchanged and split-
tings vary only slightly �by 3.5% and 1.5% for C4 and C�,
respectively�. Analogous behavior was observed when the
13C frequency was shifted. Highly resolved dipolar coupling
spectra with a similar offset dependence were also obtained
for the other sites in the THE6 molecule. The dependence
of the splitting on the proton frequency offset shown in
Fig. 12�c� is rather flat. The obtained coupling constants
agree well with those previously estimated by other
methods.18

C. Comparison to other techniques

A number of separated local field techniques applicable
to the static samples have in the past been reported.1,6,24 For
example, the PISEMA and proton detected local field
�PDLF� experiments are popular techniques in studies of bio-
molecules in membranes3,4 and liquid crystals,2 respectively.
PISEMA �Ref. 6� experiment is based on the spin exchange11

combined with the flip-flop Lee-Goldburg irradiation25,26 for
homonuclear proton decoupling. Due to a short rf cycle time,
it is well suited for the measurement of large dipolar cou-
plings. The PDLF technique involves the evolution of the
transverse magnetization of protons coupled to rare nuclei.
Because of a long rf cycle time of the homonuclear decou-
pling sequence used in PDLF and the requirement for the
refocusing of chemical shift, the experiment results in a lim-
ited width of the spectral window in the indirect dimension
and therefore is mainly used for studies on mobile systems
where dipolar couplings are significantly attenuated by an-
isotropic molecular motions.

Dipolar spectra obtained in NAVL single crystal by
WIM and PISEMA techniques are compared in Fig. 13. The
resolution of large dipolar couplings is comparable for two
techniques. For smaller couplings, WIM-based HIMSELF
experiment produces better resolved and less distorted peaks.
It is known that it is difficult to accurately measure small
couplings by PISEMA due to strong interference effect from
the proton chemical shift interaction.5,14 In contrast, the WIM
technique provides rather uniform resolution irrespective of
the dipolar coupling value.

Figure 14 compares the dipolar spectra obtained for dif-
ferent carbon sites of a columnar liquid crystalline phase of
THE6. Dipolar coupling is considerably reduced in this
sample due to anisotropic rotation and conformation mobility

of molecules. Therefore, it was also possible to apply SLF
and PDLF sequences employing a long and highly efficient
homonuclear decoupling sequence like BLEW48.

The splittings obtained from different techniques are
consistent within experimental errors. As expected, the spec-
tra obtained using conventional SLF techniques exhibit the
least dipolar resolution. PDLF technique provides a superior
resolution for most of the sites. It is also possible to detect
the C–H couplings between remote spins in PDLF experi-
ments. To collect PISEMA data, due to strong effects of the
proton chemical shift on the dipolar coupling evolution in
this technique, two experiments were carried out with the
proton frequency offset optimized either for the aliphatic or
aromatic molecular sites. This allowed obtaining a well re-
solved spectra for most of the sites with a relatively high
splitting, while for the sites with a small splitting, a signifi-
cant distortion of spectral shapes was observed. WIM spectra
demonstrate a uniform resolution irrespective of the strength
of the dipolar coupling and chemical shift.

In general, PISEMA is the method of choice for the mea-
surement of large dipolar couplings. For the measurement of
smaller dipolar couplings, in spite of the high dipolar scaling
factor of this sequence, significant errors are present due
to the strong effect of the offset. A modified version of
the basic PISEMA experiment, BB-PISEMA, was recently
reported,27,28 where the offset effect for the smaller coupling
is significantly reduced. On the other hand, for the measure-
ment of a smaller dipolar coupling, where a wide spectral
window in the dipolar dimension is not required, the PDLF
technique involving the long rf cycle homonuclear decou-
pling sequence can be used. The long increment time in the
dipolar dimension for this approach is due to both a long rf

FIG. 11. BB-BLEW12 spin-lock 15N– 1H dipolar spectra from NAVL single
crystal at an arbitrary orientation relative to the external magnetic field.
Spectra for the inequivalent sites with the largest �a� and smallest �b� dipolar
splittings are shown. Spectra measured at a zero proton offset frequency �as
defined by the optimal decoupler frequency� and 6 kHz offset are compared.
cycle and the need for chemical shift refocusing delay. WIM
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and BLEW techniques offer a reasonable compromise for the
whole range of the dipolar coupling values irrespective of the
chemical shift frequency. High dipolar resolution comparable
to that of PISEMA is also achieved. Moreover, while the use
of a high rf power for the flip-flop Lee-Goldburg �FFLG�
spin-lock sequence suppresses the offset effects and dramati-
cally improves resolution of PISEMA, it increases the re-
quired rf power in the S spin channel. For example, several
hundred Watts of rf power are required for 13C nuclei, while
about a kilowatt rf power is required for 15N nuclei. This
high power is not suitable for heat sensitive samples such as
wet biological solids and liquid crystalline materials. There-
fore, low power PISEMA-type experiments, called PITAN-
SEMA �polarization inversion time averaged nutation spin
exchange at the magic angle�, were developed using the time
averaged nutation concept.29–31 These experiments were suc-
cessfully used to study thiophene-based functional thermo-
tropic liquid crystalline samples.32,33 However, the use of
low rf power in PITANSEMA experiments is not suitable to

FIG. 12. WIMz-based HIMSELF spectra in a columnar thermotropic phase
of mesogen THE6 at 85 °C. �a� CH pair corresponding to the C4 site of the
molecular core. �b� Methylene �-CH2 site. Spectral shapes obtained at zero
and 6 kHz 1H resonance offsets are compared. �c� The dependence of the
dipolar splitting on the proton frequency offset.
suppress the offset effects. On the other hand, the on-
resonance broadband HIMSELF sequences based on BLEW
and WIM that overcome the offset effects will also be useful
to study the heat sensitive samples as they utilize less rf
power than the PISEMA sequence.

Another advantage of BLEW spin-lock and WIM ap-
proaches, as compared to other methods discussed above, is
that the homonuclear spin decoupling is obtained in both
frequency channels. Therefore these techniques can be ap-
plied to uniformly 13C or 15N labeled samples, where signifi-
cant homonuclear dipolar interactions between S nuclei
might be present.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have theoretically, numerically, and ex-
perimentally analyzed the performance of HIMSELF tech-
niques based on windowless homonuclear decoupling se-
quences. WIM and BLEW spin-lock types of the separated
local field experiments are useful in the systems where a
wide range of the dipolar coupling constants and the signifi-
cant chemical shift dispersion are present. In such a case
these techniques offer uniform dipolar resolution for both
large and small dipolar couplings. In contrast to PISEMA,
the chemical shift and frequency offset terms are signifi-
cantly suppressed. In addition, due to its ability to suppress
the homonuclear spin interactions for both spin species, these
methods can be applied to uniformly labeled compounds.
Because of the isotropic mixing property of the dipolar cou-
pling Hamiltonian effective during these sequences, new
methods provide a great flexibility in the design of the mul-
tidimensional experiments. For example, the transfer of the
longitudinal spin polarization can be performed. For highly
mobile liquid crystals exhibiting a relatively small dipolar
coupling, the greatest dipolar resolution is achieved using the
PDLF approach. On the other hand, for the immobilized ori-
ented molecules, as, for instance, the peptides and proteins in
biomembranes, where the full range of the dipolar coupling
constants is present due to distribution of the bond orienta-
tion in different residues, the new technique could be advan-

FIG. 13. Dipolar spectra obtained from NAVL single crystal using WIM and
PISEMA techniques. The slices for four inequivalent crystal sites are shown.
Frequency scales are corrected for the scaling factors of 0.67 and 0.82 for
WIM and PISEMA, respectively.
tageous. Therefore, we believe that these new pulse se-
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quences will also be useful in improving the existing
multidimensional methods4,34–37 to study biological solids.
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